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Programme Objectives

Since 2020, the “Closing the Circle” Programme

has been supporting research and capacity

development for tackling the challenges of marine

debris and Sargassum in the Eastern Caribbean

small island developing states (SIDS). Marine

Spatial Planning is a cross cutting theme within

this programme. Ongoing activities include

contributions to thematic working groups,

publications and regional workshops and trainings

for knowledge sharing and capacity building.

Contact: smo@wmu.se; goisecretariat@wmu.se

Partnerships for Capacity Development

The Nippon Foundation supports 4 PhD candidates

(Antigua and Barbuda, Barbados, Grenada and the

Bahamas) as well as a Research Fellow (Trinidad and

Tobago). The programme also facilitates collaboration

with regional stakeholders for workshops and training,

including the University of the West Indies (UWI), the

Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States (OECS) and

the UN Environment Caribbean Environment

Programme (UNEP CEP).
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Introduction

Marine Spatial Planning (MSP) requires

significant human and technical resources, and a

change in mindset from the traditional sectoral

views to an integrated approach. Building

capacities is key for MSP development,

particularly in developing countries where

resources are limited. Conscious of the capacity

gaps in the developing context, the Blue

Solutions Initiative created the Blue Planning in

Practice (BPiP) training course.

Blue Planning in Practice

BPiP strengthens planning, implementation, and

management at sea among government

agencies, maritime sectors, civil society and

academia. This highly participatory training

course uses a case method, which conveys

teaching messages through practical exercises

and reflection. The COVID-19 pandemic

disrupted the delivery of in-person training. The

course was adapted and implemented in online

and blended formats using virtual whiteboards

and mapping tools instead of flipcharts and

paper maps.

Implementation

Since its inception in 2017, BPiP has been delivered

more than 40 times with participants from more than

50 countries.

Success factors

Key success factors identified for BPiP are: the high

demand for MSP and ocean management worldwide;

the participatory and practice-based learning approach

of the training; its availability in several languages

(English, Spanish, French and Portuguese) and

formats (in-person, online and hybrid); its open-source

nature; the promotion and funding by several

organizations and initiatives; and the increasing pool

of trainers by delivering training of trainers.

The way forward

After 6 years of building capacities with BPiP,

demand remains high as MSP has not yet been

implemented in most developing nations. The

contents of the training can be updated by addition of

new modules and MSP practices. BPiP will continue

to have an important role in promoting sustainable

ocean use in the coming years.

More information

All materials of BPiP are available for free use in 

the Blue Capacity Hub: bluecapacityhub.info

Contacts: mario.cana@grida.no; 

marinezscherer@gmail.com; erick.ross@migramar.org   
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To learn more: Supporting reform of marine management in Ireland (europa.eu) Contact: Juliet.fitzpatrick@housing.gov.ie; Tom.woolley@housing.gov.ie

@MSP_Ireland

@EU_reforms

Facilitating decision-making by:

• Maritime Area Regulatory Authority (MARA) 2023

• An Bord Pleanála (National Planning Board)

• Coastal Planning Authorities

Benefits:

• Simplify and streamline application experience

• Better engage and inform the public

• Single-point, online marine management system built on existing tools 

(www.marineplan.ie)

• Learn from experience and systems of others: Ireland, England and Netherlands

• Enable coordinated decision-making at national and local levels

• Provide for forward planning, consenting, monitoring and enforcement

Project outputs: Technical specifications of a single-point online marine 

management system; change action plans for each decision-maker; capacity-

building amongst all bodies involved

Follow-up steps: Procure services for development of the single-point online 

system (2023)

National
infrastructure
projects

Aquaculture

Water
management

Local
government

This project is carried out with funding by the European Union via the 

Technical Support Instrument in cooperation with Directorate-General for 

Structural Reform Support (DG REFORM) of the European Commission

Reforms: 

• Support implementation of MSP Directive 2014

• National Marine Planning Framework 2021

• Maritime Area Planning Act 2021 – Enables development of large and offshore projects 

including renewables 

Lead beneficiary

of technical 

support

Implemented by a 

consortium led by

Project objective: Support the establishment of a single-point entry marine management 

system

https://www.aarcconsultancy.com/
http://mdb.ie/
https://www.abpmer.co.uk/
https://compass.ie/
https://www.gov.ie/en/organisation/department-of-housing-local-government-and-heritage/
https://www.gov.ie/en/organisation/department-of-housing-local-government-and-heritage/
https://reform-support.ec.europa.eu/supporting-reform-marine-management-ireland_en
mailto:Juliet.fitzpatrick@housing.gov.ie
mailto:Tom.woolley@housing.gov.ie
https://twitter.com/msp_ireland
https://twitter.com/EU_reforms
http://www.marineplan.ie/
https://english.rvo.nl/information/offshore-wind-energy
https://pre.omgevingswet.overheid.nl/home
https://marinelicensing.marinemanagement.org.uk/mmofox5/fox/live/MMO_LOGIN/login
https://planning.localgov.ie/
https://www.pleanala.ie/
https://dafm-maps.marine.ie/aquaculture-viewer/
https://www.edenireland.ie/
https://www.aarcconsultancy.com/
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What is it?

The Mediterranean Marine Spatial Planning (MSP) 

Workspace offers governance advice and easy access to 

the latest planning tools following the seven stage 

MSP process. Tools can easily be adapted to different 

national contexts and geographic scales, helping 

ministries as well as sub-national and local authorities to 

effectively plan their marine space. Users will benefit 

from following best practice tips and using the simple 

assessment tools to strategically allocate the use of 

marina areas following the ICZM Protocol.

The workspace is coordinated and published by the 

UNEP/MAP – PAP/RAC. It promises to be an evolving 

online practical guide for preparing and delivering plans 

that incorporate climate actions, an ecosystem approach, 

and land-sea interactions. 

Use the planning tools

Rapid assessment and programming tools will take users 

through the MSP preparation process, setting milestones 

and giving practitioners specific actions to be adapted to 

their local context. By using a simple traffic light system, 

the checklist allows users to measure their own 

progress, and identify gaps and priorities. 

So far, the tools include: 

● Mediterranean MSP Planning and Progress 
Checklist

● Ecosystem Approach & MSP Planning Tool

● Climate Action & MSP Planning Tool

● Land-Sea Interactions & MSP Planning Tool

Feedback

Regular feedback from users to evaluate and improve 

this virtual space is being gathered via a two-minute 

online survey. Users can also get in touch with the 

PAP/RAC team to share their experiences and ask 

questions

Contact: marina.markovic@paprac.org

https://msp.iczmplatform.org/
http://paprac.org/storage/app/media/Dokumenti/Protocol_publikacija_May09.pdf
https://msp.iczmplatform.org/planning-tools/
https://msp.iczmplatform.org/contact/
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Insights on how to incorporate Socio-cultural Values into

Maritime Spatial Planning process in the Black Sea
Natașa Văidianu1, 2, Florin Tătui 2, 3, Igor Sîrodoev 1, 2, Andrei Schvab 1, 2, Mirela Paraschiv 1, 2, Irina Saghin 1, 2

1Ovidius University of Constanța, Romania; 2University of Bucharest, Romania; 3Sfântu Gheorghe Marine and Fluvial Research Station, Romania

Bridging the gap 

between dominant 

economic rhetoric and a 

de facto approach to the 

socio-cultural ecological 

system is the first step 

in making MSP

successful in the 

Black Sea.

Fig. 3 | A schematic representation of the 

MSP process. The missing layers must be 

addressed in all steps (Pennino et al. 

2021).

Fig. 2 | Sea use of multi sectors in the study 

area (excepting protection sites). 

Fig. 1 | Study area map - natural 

reserves and Natura 2000 sites.

Contact: natasa.vaidianu@univ-ovidius.ro

Pennino MG, Brodie S., Frainer A., Lopes P. F. M., Lopez J., Ortega-Cisneros K., 

Selim S., Vaidianu N., 2021. The Missing Layers: Integrating Sociocultural Values into 

Marine Spatial Planning, Frontiers in Marine Science, 8, 848.
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Introduction

Planning for sustainability and certainty to secure

ocean prosperity: Since UNESCO’s

Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission

(IOC-UNESCO) and the European Commission’s

Directorate-General for Maritime Affairs and

Fisheries (DG MARE) launched in 2017 their Joint

Roadmap to accelerate marine/maritime spatial

planning (MSP) processes worldwide, the

MSPglobal Initiative has contributed to improving

cross-border and transboundary cooperation where

marine spatial plans already existed or were being

prepared, and to promoting planning processes .

This is in line with the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable

Development and supported by national and

regional initiatives in the framework of the United

Nations Decades of Ocean Science for Sustainable

Development and on Ecosystem Restoration.

Committed to empowering planners in their own 

countries and regions

THE TRANSBOUNDARY DIMENSION OF 

MARINE/MARITIME SPATIAL PLANNING (MSP) 

Implementing the UN 2030 Agenda

The Education for Sustainable Development for 2030

roadmap outlines actions in five priority action areas on

policy, learning environments, building capacities of

educators, youth and local level action, stressing further

ESD’s key role for the successful achievement of the 17

SDGs and the great individual and societal

transformation required to address the urgent

sustainability challenges.

Planning for climate change

Action for Climate Empowerment (ACE)is the foundation

for a low-emission, climate-resilient and just future,

thanks to its six interconnected elements: climate change

education, training, public awareness, public

participation, public access to information, and

international cooperation on these elements.

Climate Change 2030 goals Blue economy Ecosystem-Based 
Management

Food security

Transformation Digital and Sustainable Development

Goals 

SDGs4: Education provides skills and tools to enhance

capacity and participation in marine economic activities,

planning, science and technology and, raise awareness

about conservation needs.

SDGs13: MSP integrates adaptation and mitigation

measures to build the resilience of marine ecosys -tems,

and reduce exposure and vulnerability to climate change.

SDGs17: MSP enhances regional partnerships at

transboundary level for the achievement of the SDGs

through cooperation in science, technology and capacity

building.

SDGs4: E-learning: Access to knowledge to all people

no matter where they live or how much they earn

Contact: elitesdgsconsulting@outlook.com

FONT: NOAA NASA


